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Hi Denise,
Thank you for working with us on the West Plant Waste Discharge Permit, your expertise, guidance and assistance is
greatly appreciated.
Following up with you, please see below two items that we are looking for your assistance with:
·

On page 15, Section E, Item 7 – it reads “Crops shall be grown in the LAA”.   There will be crops grown however the
first place that we would like to apply the wash water is to the landscape area of 26 acres. Would it be possible to
have it read as Crops and/or Landscape shall be grown in the LAA?

·

In the Monitoring and Reporting Section, on page 5, Section A, Item 3 – it reads “for each month of the processing
season, calculation of the monthly average effluent EC and BOD concentrations”.     The calculation of the monthly
average would be the same as the sample taken thus no average.   Would it be possible to have this removed?

Look forward to your thoughts on the above items…
Thank you again for all your help…please let me know if you need any additional information.
Hope that you have a fabulous day…
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